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I Didn’t do Architecture Today… 
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Position Statement (120 words) 
Many architecture faculty and professionals remark with frustration, “I worked on emails, 
RFIs, specs, etc…I didn’t do architecture today.” Pier Vittorio Aureli reinforces Hannah 
Arendt’s influential distinction between work and labor, asserting that “a building, a 
model, a drawing, a text, or a book is usually referred to as a work, or the work of the 
architect.” Often times, the relationship between practice and education obscures the 
reality that behind the production of architecture there is a much larger force – labor 
efforts – than what is recognized in the presentation of architectural work. These 
posters are based on a research studio that combines the study of ordinary precedents 
with professional practice to theorize about architectural labor by fetishizing ubiquitous 
professional processes. 
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www.forensics-studio.org01. Political Emails

Email is a ubiquitous form of communication that chronicles the web of decisions 
surrounding contemporary architecture by recording a network of invisible political 
actions. Two years of emails exchanges between building professionals and clients 
are recorded in this image to examine the design and construction of a public 
library. The purple block is the public referendum (Bonding Vote) that happened in 
the middle of the project time-line. This benign web of architectural labor highlights 
the political and highly fragile dimensions of developing public buildings.  
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www.forensics-studio.org02. Distant Tools

This image connects people to the media-based labor they performed during the 
elaboration of a public university student center (shown in plan at the center of 
the image). The increased speed of electronic communication tools shortens the 
perceptual and actual distance between the people involved in the making of a 
building. Exchanging data is faster and decisions are made perceptually easier, yet 
the preference for synchronicity reinforces traditional design practices by conflating 
informational efficiency with professional innovation.   
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www.forensics-studio.org03. Building DNA

The definable characteristics of a building are visible in the material presence of 
its form and the specificity of its relationship to site. The internal logic, a building’s 
DNA, which affects its distinctive character is often buried in sequences of decisions 
archived in overlooked documents. This image presents two sequences of site-
related decisions that span over two years of design and construction for a public 
university building. The architectural labor in this image is documented through 
meeting minutes (thick dash) and emails (light dash).  
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